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Introduction
The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal compression is used in several applications such as patient databases storage, cardiac records transmission, etc. In addition to he reduction of cost effective and increase the transmission speed, the research efforts were therefore focused on the development of effective techniques for compressing the ECG signal. These techniques were classified into three categories [1] : 1) Direct techniques: where the signal samples are processed directly to achieve compression.
2) Translation methods: the original signal is linearly transformed into a new area where the compression is performed.
3) Parameters extraction methods: where a procedure is applied to extract some parameters characterizing the signal that will be used to rebuild it in the end.
The technique performances are verified by the realization of a compromise between a high compression ratio and a good quality of the reconstructed signal [2] [3] .
In recent years, many compression algorithms have emerged in order to try to reduce the ECG signal size with preserving the quality of the reconstructed signal. Among these techniques, there is [2] which uses neural networks algorithm to encode ECG signals and the technique in [3] which is based on a sub-band coding. A discrete cosine transform algorithm was used by [4] . In [5] , linear approximations have been used to represent the ECG signal. In addition to these and other techniques, wavelet transforms have been widely used for compression of ECG signal that use several transformations on wavelet coefficients (quantification, linear prediction, thresholding, etc.) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . (1) 2) The percentage root-mean square difference (PRD) or the reconstruction error: the objective of compression systems is to remove the unimportant information to make the diagnosis. The error can be defined as the ability of the reconstructed signal to withhold information necessary for diagnosis. The reconstruction error used in the compression algorithm of the ECG signal is expressed by the equation:
A second definition of the PRD that overcomes the sensitivity problem of the first is sometimes used:
Where x n is the original signal, is reconstructed one and is the average value of the signal.
Theory

Principal Components Analysis
Spectral methods are among the important tools for nonlinear reduction of multivariate data dimensionality. The principal components analysis (PCA) is able to reduce the high dimensional data into a lower dimensional construction from the correlation matrix eigenvectors and to retain the maximum quantity of information. It has various applications, as pattern recognition, time series prediction, data compression, etc. One principal component is a linear combination of the original data with maximal variance and is in an orthogonal direction compared to the other principal components [13] .
Let y be an p-dimensional vector, and y l , y 2 , …, y n , be n-observations centered of y. We form the sample covariance matrix (S) by the following equation: Thus, we try to represent the p-dimensional points (y i1 , y i2 , . . . , y ip ) with a few principal components (z i1 , z i2 , . . . , z ik ) that account for a large proportion of the total variance.
Because the eigenvalues are variances of the principal components, we can calculate the proportion of variance (PV) explained by the first k components (5) (Figure 1 ):
Discrete Cosine Transform
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has a useful property for applications requiring data reduction; it can often reconstruct a sequence very accurately from only a few DCT coefficients. The DCT II : (y) of the signal (x) is given by: (9) and the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT II ) is given by: (10) We note that x and y are the same size of N samples. Like other transforms, DCT also provides energy compaction. And we can note also, the cosine bases of DCT are orthogonal to each other [14] .
Calculation
ECG Data Matrix Construction
The ECG signal is formed of characterizing waves (P, QRS complex, T, U), the R wave of the QRS complex is the wave that has the largest amplitude; it interprets the depression of the heart cycle, so the detection of the different R waves of a record is equivalent to the determination of heart rate. In our compression algorithm, it is necessary to detect all the signal R waves by the method based on wavelets transform [15] in order to calculate the RR-periods that constitute the cardiac cycles. These periods will serve us, after shifting them seventy samples before each one, as data vectors characterizing the electrocardiographic signal.
But before forming the ECG data matrix, we must normalize all the X-periods (i.e., periods should be with the same length), for that we add the zeros padding to the end of each period (Figure 2 ).
(11)
Where Y(i) {i=1,p} are the normalized period of the ECG signal, and p is the number of ECG periods (cardiac rate). Such as: (12) Where; (13) (14) and RR(i) is the representation of ECG signal between the i th and the (i+1) th R waves and Mrr is the maximum length of all RR-priods.
DCT of Principal Components
After constructing the ECG data matrix, we must now calculate its covariance matrix by the following equation: (15) Then, we calculate the eigenvalues of this matrix, and classify them in decreasing order (λ 1 > λ 2 > . . . > λ N ) so that the eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue is ranked first and will give the first principal component and so on (a 1 , a 2 ,. . ., a N ) . But, only few principal components giving a large proportion of the total variance are calculated to represent the total data periods. We can show in Figure 2 the proportions of variances (PVs) of the first six principal components of a MIT-BIH database record calculated using (5) .
In our compression algorithm, before computing the principal components, we calculate the p-first eigenvectors discrete cosine transform, where it was noted that the major part of transform samples amplitudes is close to zero (Figure 3 ): (16) Where b i are the eigenvectors discrete cosine transform, a i are eigenvectors of the covariance matrix S.
Based on this important property, we built a thresholding technique of different DCT periods of the signal in order to remove as much as possible samples and, therefore reduce the size of data to be stored. But in reality, the threshold varies from an eigenvector transform to another according to the importance of these: 
where θ is a weighting coefficient.
After that, we calculate the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) of the modified transforms in order to obtain the new eigenvectors. The IDCT coefficients are given by:
International Journal of Software Engineering and Its Applications Vol. 10, No. 1 (2016) The last step of our compression technique is the application of the ECG periods rotation using the modified eigenvectors in the equation (4) to have the p-first principal components that represent the electrocardiogram signal.
For the decompression algorithm, we use the calculated principal components to recover the eigenvectors by using an inverse computing: after the recuperation of all the normalized periods, we remove undesired samples that are higher than the original periods lengths resulted from the compression stage and stored or transmitted to the decompression operation. These periods will be concatenated to form the reconstructed ECG signal at the end (Figure 4) . 
Results and Discussion
Our ECG signal compression method was applied to four MIT-BIH database records of 30 minutes each, by varying the number of eigenvectors used for the variable rotation. Few recordings (numbered from 100 to 124) of this database have been selected randomly from selected patients and the other (numbered 200 to 234) contain plots with major arrhythmic events. Most recordings were obtained by the modified derivation DII by placing the electrodes on the chest; in the others, precordial leads V1 and sometimes V2 or V5 were used [16] . We can check from Figure 5 and 6 (recordings number 220 and 100 of the MIT-BIH database), the effectiveness of our algorithm to reconstruct the ECG signal, where we can note that when we use twenty-four eigenvectors the reconstruction error is lower compared with the use of six along all the signal samples. Table 1 shows the evaluation results of our technique using the compression ratios and the percentages root-mean square difference. The results of the simulation show that the proposed algorithm gave high compression ratios without important distortions between the original and the reconstructed signal. A comparison of our compression results with those of the literature was carried out in Table 2 in order to position our algorithm among the different techniques. We can see from this table that the values of compression ratios, PRD and PRD1 values are very satisfactory and better than those of [4, 5, 9] , so our algorithm produces smaller distortions with higher CR values than other techniques.
The distortions resulting from our method are due to the large sensitivity of the classical principal components analysis (PCA) method to outlying observations. This disadvantageous feature results from the fact that classical PCA is based on the non robust statistical estimators: sample mean and sample covariance matrix, which are sensitive to outliers. So, to eliminate the ECG signal distortion that resulted from our method, we will soon modify our algorithm by using the robust PCA, which substitutes the classical statistics by using weight estimator of the covariance matrix and correlation matrix, or using median and quartile values. A robust PCA is performed also, by methods of estimation of location and scatter, or generalization of variances, etc. 
Conclusion
A new ECG signal compression method has been applied in this article with high fidelity reconstruction. It was based on the detection of R waves of the QRS complexes to determine the RR-periods that were shifted and normalized to eliminate inter-beat variations. After that, we applied a principal components method on the covariance matrix of these new vectors, and tried to reduce their lengths by thresholding the discrete cosine transforms in order to have more compression of the signal by maintaining it, without changes in the forms and the lengths of the characteristic waves. Wavelets coding (10 bits) [9] 19.89 18.52
